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In the money

Show with a cause
Student organizes a
show to benefit children
with autism-SEE NEWS,A2

Men's tennis coach looking at 2010
for UCF resurgence -sEESPORTS,A6
MASCOT
)

Confirmed ·cases of
-HlNl at UCF surging

MANNEQUIN ·
GETSOKJOR

•

BarBe Q, the shapely mannequin
outside ICT5 Barbeque restaurant in
• Reading, Ohio, can continue wearing
revealing haltertop and short shorts.
RestaurantQwnerKenny
, Tessel said the
advertising
gimmickhad
increased his
b~nessby
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KARI WILBERG
Editor-in-Chief

Despite campus-wide
efforts to eliminate the
IDNl virus at UCF, four
more cases have been confirmed since Monday and

40percent.

· UCF officials are saying
college-aged students are
the most susceptible age to
obtain the virus.
Two more cases of the
lllNl flu at UCF were confirmed late Monday, one
was conf'rrmed Tuesday

I

and another Wednesday,
according to UCF officials.
There have been 11 conf"rrmed cases. of HlNl flu
since UCF's first confirmed
case June 17.
Bpb Wirag, director of
UCF Health Services, said
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DUMB THIEVES
STEAL FAKE
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ELIAS ASSAF
Contributing Writer

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

,
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MAIN LIBRARY HOSTS
SUMMER BOOK SALE
THURSDAY
On Thursday from 10 a.m. to 3 .
p.m.in room 142 of the Main
Library, there will be a summer
book sale open to the public
featuring fiction, textbooks, media
and a large history collection.
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Putt-putt your way
through an African
safari when youread
our review of the

Residents in a Fort Lauderdale
suburb lassoed an eight-foot
alligator to a tree using an
extension cord Tuesday night after
the reptile had sneaked into their
swimming pool.
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Braving the heat
for a Fourth party
:rhousands venture out for
local radio station's annual
Independence Day soiree,

new mini-golfing

Red, Hot & Boom.

course on C.Olonial.

Regaining jobs
may take time ·
A new study shows reaching
~recession employment may
take many yea,s tor some areas.

By metro area ·
U.S. metro areas expected to
regain pre-recession peak
employment. by year
U.S. metro
areas
studied:,

325

28
6

5

I

'09 ·10 '11

'13 •14 After
''14
Metro areas in 2009
Anchorage, Alaska; Champaign-Urbana, Ill. ; Coeur
d'Alene. Idaho; Columbia, Mo.;
Houma-BayQu Cane- Thibodaux,
La.; Laredo, 'fexas
.
'12

I

TIie next five years. by staie
_Projected average annual
em,:,loyment growth. 2009-14

0.5-1.1%
1.S-1.7o/o

1.2-1.4%

m 1.8-2.2%

• '"I

Snaith and Keon also warn
that such measures will
definitely increase the
deficit by around $4.5 trillion - an amount equal to
the gross domestic product estimate for 2012.
'We have to be careful
with the potential side
effects of the cure," Snaith
said.
The forecast also goes
into detail regarding the
continued increases in the
unemployment rate, and
that it will most likely continue to increase at a slow
rate.
PLEASE SEE

GRADS ON A4

Conservationists looking Machen: UCF 'adequate'
.
out for Playboy bunnies UF president rates
.

Police say a man is charged with
killing a prostitute and then asked
his fifth-grade son to help dispos~
the body. Investigators received a
. tip that the son told a classmate
aboutthe slaying.
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Alligators and mini-11otfing

8-FOOT ALLIGATOR
CAPTURED IN SOUTH
FLORIDA POOL

POLICE SAY FATHER
ASKED SON TO HELP
DISPOSE BODY

•

The Institute for Economic Competitiveness at
UCF predicted the current
recession will end in 2009.
The college of business
administration published
the U.S. Forecast this May,
in which they analyzed the
state of the economy and
future trends for the current recession.
Dr. · Sean Snaith, the
director of the institute,
puts aside terms such as
'V' and 'U'-shaped recessions and instead compares this recession's. path
to that of a gravy boat.
The forecast describes
the current state a 19-20;month depression that will
begin its recovery by the
end of 2009, with a slow
growth averaging about 1.9
percent in the next six
quarters.
Dean Thomas Keon of
the college of business
administration
said
Snaith's award-winning
work is known to be
extraordinarily solid, but
that future trends can't
always be determined by
data.
"My work is part art,
part science," Snaith said,
while pointing out that this
recession is very different
from those seen in the past.
Snaith · explains that
much of the change can be
attributed to the substan-.
tial stimulus package
recently put forth by the
federal government.
"The stimulus may be
successful in keeping some
people employed in the
near future," Keon said.
This change ~ reflected
in the forecast, however

as

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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INFECTED ON A3

IEC forecasts economic upturn in '09

Call itthecaseofthedead cells- ,
both, telephones and the ones in the
brain. Employees at a Telefonica
Movistar cell-phone store in Mexico
say they arrived Tuesday to find the
store had bee11 broken into.The only
items missing were hollow replica ,
phones for display that are
completely useless for making calls.
En;iployees say the dueless thieves
overlooked real cell phones and cash
in another part ofthe shop.
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Bob Wirag holds a press conference
and talks about the Hl Nl flu cases.

UCF predicts
recession's end

')

~

they are not sure what contact. the students have had
with each other, but know
two students have had the
same
academic
class
together.
"We are in the process
of looking into that to at
least alert the professor of
that class to encourage
some of the prevention
efforts," Wrrag said.
He also said staff and
advisers have been advised
to look for students who
may be sick and encourage
them to seek medical atten-

ARIANA VIVES
Contributing Writer

,

A group of UCF biology
professors and grad students have teamed up with
local and national wildlife
organizations to study and
save the endangered "Playboy bunnies."
Discovered in 1984, this
subspecies of marsh rabbit
was given its scientific
name, Sylvilagus palustris
hefneri, in honor of Playboy
founder Hugh Hefner, who
donated money to support
fieldwork and research on

the rabbits. It is estimated
that fewer than 300 exist
today.
Eric Hoffman, an assistant professor for the biology department, has been
working with the rabbits for
the past two years_ Along
with Rosanna Tursi, a collaborator from the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and ..,
graduate student, he has
been studying the rabbits'
genetics in an effort to figure out how to best handle
their situation.
PLEASE SEE

FEWER ON A5

schools for survey
PRITAMSHAH
Contributing Writer

University of Florida
President Bernie Machen
ranked UCF as adequate
in a 2009 U.S. News &
World Report, but considered UF distinguished,
according
to
public
records obtained from The
Gainesville Sun.
The
report
asked
Machen to rank a number
of universities· from all
across the country out of
five categories: distill-

guished, strong, good, adequate and marginal. The
magazine requests assessments from university
presidents, provosts and
admissions officers from
all participating schools.
Machen ranked his
own university as distill~
guished, along with most
Ivy
League
schools.
Machen listed Duke and
Pennsylvania universities

as strong, FSU and Miami
as good and UCF and USF
as adequate.
Although
the magaPLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Library hosts book sale
On Thursday from 10
am. to 3 p.m. in room 142
of the Main Library, there
will be a summer book
sale open to the public.
Items for sale include
fiction, textbooks, media
and a large history collection.
Prices range from 50
cents to $1.
Contact Traci Milbuta
at 407-823-1424 for more
information.
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LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

8-foot alli9ator cartured in
SQuth Floritta poo
Oakland Park - Residents in a Fort Lauderdale
suburb lassoed an 8-foot
alligator to a tree using an
extension cord after the
reptile had sneaked into
their swimming pool.
Broward
• Sheriff's
Office spokesman Mike
Jachles said the residents
in Oakland Park only
called 9ll after they had
captured the large alligator late Tuesday night.
About 30 people were
gathered around the reptile by t4e time deputies
arrived, but no one would
admit to tying up the alligator.
Deputies called a private trapper to remove
the alligator. The trapper
told deputies the animal
looked like it had been fed
by humans. No one was
injured capturing the alligator.

Police say father asked son
to help dispose body
ORLANDO - Police
say a man is charged with
killing a prostitute in Central Florida And then
dumping her body asked
his fifth-grade son to help
dispose of the body.
Orange County sheriff's officials say 40-year- ·
old Alan John Jett is
charged with first-degree
murder in the June slaying
of Lashanda Rae Brand.
investigators received a
tip that• Jett's son told a
classmate about the slaying.
The boy was interviewed at school late last
month, and authorities
say he gave up his father.
According to the affidavit,
the boy said he heard his
father and Brand argue
about money.
He · told investigators
he later saw Brand's body
wrapped in a blanket and
tape.
The Department of
Children and Families
placed the boy with a relative.
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The Centro/ f/otfda Future is the independent studentwlitten newspaper at the Univeooy of Central Aolida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the liniW?rsity administration. All rontent is property
of the Centro/ Florida Future and may not be reprinted In
part or in whole without permission from the publisher.
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Lakeland-based band TemrTerra Terra, performs at the charity concert. The concert raised more than $375 for UCF's Center for Autism and Related Disabilities.
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-Fundraiser collects more than $375 for A~tis-m center
JUSTIN SANAK
Contributing Writer

Senior communicative disorders
major Carmina O~eta works with
UCF's Center for Autism an<;l Related Disabilities. She had seen the
center's increased caseload despite
a dwindling budget and decided to
do something to help them out.
Ozaeta remembered organizing
a benefit concert for her hometown
of Winter Haven when she was in
high school. She took that idea to
her sorority, Delta Phi Lambda, and
ran with it.
"It was the end of May, and I just
had that fire lit," · Ozaeta said.
"There was no turning back."
· Ozaeta got in contact with Dell
Lovejoy,. the .owner of the Knight
Library, who agreed to host the
show in early July.
"We will go out of our way to
help out any s_tudent or organizati9n that's affiliated with UCF and
has a good cause," Lovejoy said.
Lovejoy put Ozaeta in contact
with Josh Baer, the president of the
UCF Surf Club, who had hosted
quite a few events at the Knight
Library.
Baer and his club got four local
bands to sign up for the show, and
the sorority printed up fliers and ·
started advertising.
The bands performing at the
concert were Rubox, The Shoi;eline,
Terra Terra Terra, and Alex Baugh
and the Crazy Carls. All of them
were excited to play for a show benefitting the center.
"We usually dori't do fundraisers," said Justin Jacobs, bassist for
The Shoreline, "But we could see by
the way it was explained to us that
this is something very important.
"You see the importance of what '
you can do for children and their ·
lives."
Ozaeta also worked with Provid- ·
ing Autism Links and Support, a
nonprofit fundraising organization
for CARD. PALS donated prizes for
the auction at the event and helped
her with the financial aspects.
The entire preparation for the
concert took just more than a
month, and the concert took place
Monday. More than 250 people
attended, and the event raised more
than $375 for CARD.
·
Even though it was a rock show,
the night was not·without its mov-
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Alex Baugh and the Crazy Carls perform at the charity event for UCF's Center for Autism and Related
Disabilities. Rubox and The Shoreline also played at the event at Knight Library by UCF.

ing moments. During the course of
the evening, a young man
approached Ozaeta
He had just moved to Florida
from New York with his brother
who had autism.
He had been try~g- to find
resources but had not had any luck
until he came to the show. Now,
because of the benefit concert, he
has found help in dealing with the
problems that arise from the disorder.
The money raised by the show
goes a long way. CARD has its work
cut out for it.
'
According to Judee Samuels, the
financial coordinator for PALS, the
center provides support; to individuals with autism in Central.Florida,
serving thousands of people, most
Qf them children, across seven
counties.
Its main service is assisted intervention, in which coordinators travel to a child's house or school and
provide them with direct assistance. .
This can be something as simple
as suggesting a different way to
communicate or as complicated as
setting up a toilet-training program
for the child.
CARD also educated the families and the public about the disorder. All of its services are provided
for free.
The center was created by the

Florida Legislature 10 years ago.and
was given a budget of $900,000 for
230 f~es.
The center's caseload has grown
to 4,620 since then, but the budget
remains nearly the same.
This means CARD's resources
are spread thin. Their caseworkers
each handle between 400 and 500
families. The state's recommendation, by contrast, is between 43 and
50.
To )?tit this in perspective, the
center needs an average of $1,000
per child to serve them properly.
The costs are split between
salaries, administrative expense~,
running the center's head quarters
building and providing its constituents with the aid they need.
If the center's budget is divided
equally per child, the amount
comes to $202.
PALS is trying to raise $200,000
for the center to hire four new coordinators. That would take a lot o f
the load off its current staff of nine.
It raises the money t_h rough
pledge drives and charity events,
such as the one Ozaeta put on. So
far this year, .PALS has raised
around $25,000 for the center.
Ozaeta thought the event went
well for being held in the sparse
summer months, but would like to
do more concerts in the fall and
spring. She expects to raise more
than $1,000 for the center.
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WHAT IS AUTISM?
~utism (sometimescalled"dassic.al autism") is the most common condition in a group of developmental disorders known as the autism spectrum
disorders (ASOs). Autism is characterized by impaired social interaction, problems with verbal and nonverbal communication, and unusual, repetitive,
or severely limited activities and interests. Other ASDs indude Asperger syndrome, Rett syndrome, childhood disint~rative disorder, and pervasive
developmental disorder not otherwise specified (usually referred to as POD-NOS). Experts estimate that three to six children out of every 1,000 will
have autism. Males are four times more likely to have autism than females.
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LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Isolated thunderstorms in
THUNDER- the morning becoming more
widespread in the afternoon.
STORMS

High:85°
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CAB presents 'Space Jam'
There will be a free
screening of the movie
"Space Jam" as part of
CA.B's Blast From the Past ·
Movie Series on Friday
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
.
The movie will be
showed at Southside BBQ
& Pizza in the Activities
Center of Ferrell Commons.
There will also be·food
specials, giveaways and
more.
Contact Steven Clenney at 407-823-3294 for
more information.

•

1he Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

Learn to network for the job
On Thursday from 3
p.m. to 4 p.m. in room
185C of Career Services
students will get a chance
to· gather information
about how to effectively
identify job opportunities
to get the job they want.
They will also be able
to develop networking
strategies to be successful
in their upcoming careers.
Contact Career Services at 407-823-2361 for
more information.

•

Low~74°

' Chance of rain 80%.
Tonight: Scattered thunderstorms
in the evening.
<

Friday

High: 86°

. SCATTERED STORMS Low: 74°

Saturday

High: s8°
SCATTERED STORMS/ ow: 75°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus colwnn, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail t o
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
oin. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, and 5
p.m. Weci1*sday for the Thurs'day edition.
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Infected encouraged to limit human contact
FROM A1

tion.
"That is just a small
percentage of the cases
that we 't hink are out
there," James Schaus,
assistant clinical director
of UCF Health .Services,
said at the press conference.
The average age for an
HlNl victim is 21 years
old, Schaus said.
"We expected to see a
lot of college students get
this," he said. "I subscribed to the theory that
probabiy HlNl being a
novel virus; people really
have not seen this before.
"The older people, like
Bob and I, have had many
seasons of being exposed
to various flu viruses so
_ we probably have a little
bit better protection,
whereas as the younger
population has had less_
years of exposure."
Effective July 13, the
state has decided to
refrain from testing every
single person who seeks
medical attention for flulike symptoms.
"Quite honestly, people
should expect that if they
have the flu right now, that
they have swine flu," said
:Oain Weister, public information officer for the
Orange County Health
Department.
Weister said to test for
the HlNl virus, also
. known as the swine flu,
doctors must do a nasal
swab and then send it to
the state lab for testing.
"We can do a test and ·
within 15 minutes, we can
tell students they have
influenza," Schaus said.
"Since greater than 90
percent of all cases are
HlNl, it's a presumption
that' if _you have Influenza
A that you have HlNl." '
Weister said officials
are in more of a mitigation
phase, which is attempt-

>

j.

,)

)
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-The swine flu continues
With more than 27,000 swine flu cases reported. the United S ta tes
aci:ovnts for m·o re than half the world's confirmed cases and 127
of the more than 260 worldwide deaths.
Deaths by
state, total

127
Cases,
by state
ASHLEY INGUANTA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

James Schaus says that he thinks there are unconfinned cases of Hl Nl flu.
Apress conference was held after three more cases of the flu were uncovered.

ing to lessen the spread,
than a containment phase,
which makes it unnecessary to test everyone.
Patients will be tested
if they are experiencing
life-threatening
symptoms, but Weister said
most patients who have
passed away from it had
other underlying health
issues such as asthma,
morbid obesity or heart
ili$ease.·
"It's not any more contagious thap. seasonal flu," ·
Weister said. "They estimate every year that
36,000 people across the
U.S. die from seasonal flu.
Even though we've said·it
every flu season, I don't
think the public has really
paid attention to it."
. Schaus said all UCF ·
students diagnosed with
the HlNl virus have
recovered uneventfully
because H1Nl is so similar
to the seasonal flu.
Wirag said UCF has
been working on prevention efforts for the HlNl
flu since they got word of
the epidemic from the
Centers for Disease Control several weeks ago.
UCF officials are making efforts to contain the H1Nl virus by asking students experience flu-like
symptoms to stay home
until the symptoms are
gone.

r Less
than 100

"Our Health Center
has been taking several
_grecautions, such as placing students in masks
immediately when they
come in with flu symptoms," Chad Binette of
UCF News & Information
said. "Our health care
providers treat suspected
cases of the H1Nl virus as
if they are confirmed; we
provide students with
Tamiflu and ask them to
remain in isolation for
seven days.
"Ideally,
they
can
recover at home; the students are urged to stay in
their rooms as much as
possible and to :wear a
mask whenever they
leave."
Wirag said they are
-asking professors to work
with students who are in
isolation and cannot
attend classes to be sure
they are able to complete
their classes and summer
requirements.
A patient case advisory
with information on how
to prevent the transmission of the virus has been
assembled and is given to
students who are believed
to have HlNl, Wirag said.
Wirag dermed isolation as stayi.Q.g out of other
people's way and not have
any contact with · other
individuals since this is an
airborne infection.
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Mass. sues feds over definition of marriage
DENISE LAVOIE
Associated Press

BOSTON
Massachusetts, the first state to
legalize gay marriage, sued
the
U.S.
government
Wednesday over a federal
law that def'mes marriage
as a union between a man
and a woman.
The federal Defense of
Marriage Act interferes
with the right of Massachusetts to def'me and regulate marriage as it sees
fit, Massachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley said. The 1996 law
denies federal recognition
of gay marriage and gives
states the right to refuse to
recognize same-sex marriages performed in_other
states.
The lawsuit, filed in
federal court in Boston,
argues the act "constitutes
an overreaching and discriminatory federal law." It
says the approximately
16,000 same-sex couples
who have married in
Massachusetts since the
state began performing
gay marriages in 2004 are
being unfairly denied federal benefits given to heterosexual couples.
"They are entitled to
equal treatment under the
laws regardless of whether
they are gay or straight,"
Coakley said at a news
conference to discuss the
lawsuit.
Besides Massachusetts,
five other states - Connecticut, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Maine and
Iowa - have legalized gay
marriage. Gay marriage
opponents in Maine said
Wednesday that they had
collected enough signatures to put the state's
pending law on the
.. November ballot for a possible override.
The
Massachusetts
lawsuit challenges the section of the federal law that

'
•

LISA POOLE/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Massachusetts State Attorney General Martha Coakley speaks about a lawsuitfiled Wednesday that says a federal act interferes with the right of Massadlusetts to define maniage.

creates a federal definition Medicaid benefits and
of mairiage as "a legal when
determining
union between one man whether the _spouse of a
and one woman as hus-. veteran can be buried in a
band and wife."
Massachusetts veterans'
Before the law was .cemetery.
passed, Coakley said, the
"In enacting DOMA,
federal government recog- Congress overstepped its
nized that def'ming marital authority,
undermined
status was the "exclusive states' efforts to recognize
prerogative of the states." marriages between same]\Tow, because of the U.S. sex couples, and codified
law's definition of mar- an animus towards gay
riage, same-sex couples and lesbian people,'' the
are denied access to bene- lawsuit states.
fits given to heterosexual
The Justice Departmarried couples, includ- ment had not seen the
ing federal income tax lawsuit
and
cannot
credits, employment ben- respond until it has a
efits, retirement benefits, chance to review it,
health insurance coverage spokesman Charles Miller
and Social Security pay- said.
,
ments, the lawsuit says.
The Defense of MarThe lawsuit also argues riage Act was enacted
that the federal law when it appeared Hawaii
requires the state to vio- would soon legalize samelate the constitutional sex marriages and opporights of its citizens by nents worried that other
treating married hetero- states would be forced to
sexual couples and mar- recognize them.
ried same-sex couples difPresident
Barack
ferently
when Obama has pledged to
determining eligibility for work to repeal the law,

2
MINUTES
COULD CHANGE YOUR
ENTIRE YEAR

although
gay
rights
activists criticized the
administration last month

aides said they were doing
their jobs to support a law
that is on the books.

after Justice Department
lawyers defended it in a
court brief. White House

Grads face tough market
FROM A1

New rules of the road

"Unemployment was
~ound 4 percent when
most students graduated,"
Snaith said.
He said graduates will
now expect a rate around
8 percent or higher.
Snaith and Keon agree
that despite the estimated
ft,ttut'e
increases
· in
growth, the continued
increase in unemployment will create an even
more competitive job
market for future graduates.
''Opportunities will be
far less than they have
been in the past,'' Keon
said
Keon encouraged student~ to prepare as best
they can for the future job
search.
When asked . about
possible
preventative
measures for such a
recession,
Snaith
explained tliat no two
recessions are the same,
and that many economic,
social, and technological
factors can contribute to a
recession.
Snaith made his forecast with the knowledge
that the past does not necessarily predict futur~
trends, and states that
although depressions are
typically followed by
increased federal oversight and preventative
policy, there is always the
chance a recession could

How President Barack Obama's plan to overhaul financial regulation
addresses some of the causes of the current economic crisis:

Problem

Obama plan

• No regulator .
looking at whole

Federal Reserve would be authorized to guard
against threats to the broad financial system

financial.. system ...... ········-······
· Insufficient
Would allow regulators to take over and dissolve a
regulatory tools
large, globally interconnected financial institution, ·
such as the now-dead Lehman Brothers investment
bank, if it poses a threat to financial system
• Many voices,
no consensus

Would create a Financial Services Oversight
Council to identify risks to·financial system and ·
advise the Federal Reserve

• Nobody looking
out for little guy

Would strip Federal Reserve, Federal Trade>
Commission and other regulators of certain powers
over consumer credit and give them to a new
independent Con'sumer Financial Protection Agency

•. Outsized risks

Treasury Dept. would lead effort to create new
capital requirements for all financial institutions~ is
expected to require financial firms to save money in
good times to have adequate reserves in bad times·

• Shopping for the
least regulation

A. new National Bank Supervisor would govern all
federally ct)artered lenders, both banks and ssivings
and loans; Office of Thrift Supervision would be
done away with

· Free reign for
credit-rating
agencies

Securities and Exchange Commission would get
new powers to superv1se rating agencies and ·
demand tougher reporting requirements

• Investment
banks ran amok

Would end SEC's oversight of large global
investment banks; Federal Reserve would now
regulate them

··-

-·

··-·-··--·····--····-
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·.Hedge funds
lacked
transparehcy

Funds would have to register and report to the SEC,
which would determine if their investments are so
vast that their failure could post a threat
·-·
...
• Complex financial Complex new financial products, such as
instruments
credit-default swaps; would be subject to regulation
imploded
and required to be traded on regulated exchange
Source: Kevin G. Hall of McClatchy Washington Bureau
Graphic: Judy Treible
·

arise periodically.
Despite increased government intervention and
the prediction that slow
sustained growth is soon
to come, there are still
obstacles to overcome
with regards · to this
uncharacteristically long
recession.
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"Individuals need to
do what is best for themselves and their families,''
Snaith said .
Snaith encouraged students to bear in mind the
economic situation and
plan for their future with
as much foresight as possible.
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Fewer than 300 bunnies estimated in wild today·
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"Where [the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service] currently find the rabbits are
on islands inhabited by
humans, and they don't do
real well ·while they're on
these islands with humans
because of human interactions," Hoffman said
These human interactions include habitat loss
and fragmentation, as well
as the introduction of predators such as snakes and
cats.
The Lower Keys marsh
rabbit is distinguishable
from other marsh rabbit
species with its small size,
short dark fur and grayishwhite belly. As its name
suggests, the rabbit can be
found only in the Lower
Keys, southwest of the
Seven Mile Bridge.
. "They've been separated
from the mainland Florida
for a couple of thousand
years," Hoffi:nan said. "In
that time period, they have
evolved, changed, so they
are different than the other
subspecies of rabbit."
Hoffman believes that
instead of selecting random
rabbits for translocation, it
would be more beneficial to
study the genetic diversity

PLAYBOY BUNNY
The Lower Keys Rabbit (Sylvilagus
palustris hefneri) is a subspecies
of the marsh rabbit (S. palustris),
a species widespread in the
southeastern United States.The
Lower Keys rabbit is
distinguished from the adjacent
subspecies, S.p. paludicola, in skull
proportions and sculpturing and
in its darker coloration (Lazell
1984).The Lower Keys rabbit is
about 16 inches in length, with
brownish dorsal and greyish
ventral fur.
-

ECOS.FWS.GOV

present within the remaining rabbit populations, then
select the fittest rabbits and
transport them to a location
where they once flourished
and· can perhaps flourish
again.
"It's sort of a twopronged
approach
to
research," Hoffman said.
"One aspect of the research
is to better understand

them, but by better understanding them, the hope is
that we can help conserve
them."
Tursi, who has been
working · on her master's
degree since fall 2007, is
performing fieldwork in the
Everglades extracting DNA
from the hair follicles of
another marsh rabbit subspecies, Sylvilagus palustris
paludicola
According to her project
overview, the samples from
mainland populations will
be used to compare the
genetic diversity of the
Lower Keys Marsh rabbit to
that of the mainland subspecies.
"[Genetic
diversity]
ensures that they're able to
overcome the changes happening in the environment,"
Tursi said. "If all the rabbits
were identical and something happened, they would •
all perish."
Working eight to 12
' hours a day, Tursi sets up
traps, captures the rabbits,
collects hair samples and
releases them back into the
wild
"Hopefully by summer
next year, we'll have an idea
of which populations are
more genetically diverse,"
Tursi said. ''We'll pass that

information onto the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service,
and this way they can ge~.
started in translocating and
reintroducing individuals
and see if they can maintain
the population that way."
James Roth, a research
assistant professor of biology, lends his aid and expertise to the project in another
form. He and graduate student, Matthew Gordon, are
studying the rabbits' diet
through fecal analysis and
using a technique called
stable isotope analysis to
calculate how much of the
rabbits' food came from

one source over another.
''It's important to understand something about the
diet for reintroductions that
may be occurring in the
future," Roth said. ·
. Roth is hoping that the
study of these rabbits will
lead to a study of their predators as well, especially
feral cats.
·
. ''.A lot of cats will prey on
the rabbits, especially the
young ones, so we're hoping that ... this will lead to
some research on predation
on the species," Roth ;;aid.
While the islands would
thrive with or without the

rabbits' presence, Hoffman
said he believes their
extinction would send a
message nonetheless.
"In the last 30 to 50
years, they've gone from
being relatively abundant to
relatively gone," Hoffman
said "It really goes to show
to what extent we are in.flu- ·
encing their habitat to the
•
worse.
"It's not that they themselves are critical, but as a
symbol of the influence that
we're having on the environment, it shows that
we're not doing good things
down there," Hoffman said.

Natural 'hotspots' need protection first
To maJre good decisions on protec;ting plant and animal life. we need to know how to protect the most
species at the lowest cost. A study conducted in 2000 highlighted 25 "biodiversity hotspots" where (arge
numbels of plants anct animals were rapidly losing their habitat.
These endangered areas have already lost
88% of their original vegetation; unless

conservation efforts are incTeased. most of the
rest will disappear in the foreseeable future
CP,PITAL LETTERS: Most endangered areas
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zine keeps all university
responses confidential,
The
Gainesville
Sun
obtained the record of
Machen's form through a
public records request.
On the actual survey
form, it showed that
Machen listed Duke, Stanford and the University of
California as strong before
later changing them t9 distinguished. Machen also
listed the University of
Michigan, where he once
served as provost, as distinguished. When asked to
explain his decisions in the
poll, Machen declined
comntent.
According to the UF
News Bureau, neither
Machen nor UF have
issued a statement regarding this matter. UCF has
also not made any official
statement in response to
the-poll.
John Foulard, a UCF
chemistry major, said he
believed it was only natural for Machen to give the
highest rating to the two
schools that held his
involvement.
"Unfortunately,
this·
was not his job," Foulard
said. "He was supposed to

give an unweighted opinion on the subject matter
at hand, and I cannot give
him the benefit of a doubt
with s1,1ch a blatant facade
that he has put up.
"If he could possibly
explain his choice, instead
of · avoiding . questions
regarding such a brash
decision, then the choice
would seem possibly more
pious rather than one
tilled with pride."
As far as ,the rating that
Machen gave to UCF,
·Adriano Rampolla, a junior aerospace engineering
major, said he doesn't take
offense to the ranking.· .
"It just means that we
have the motivation to
keep expanding and work-·
ing harder," Rampolla said.
"I mean, we're UCF, Under
Construction
Forever,
which is the way it should
be. We're constantly making improvements that not ·
only benefit the student
body, but also the university as a whole.
·
''.And for the UF President to be so conceited to
think that they're on the
Sanle level as Harvard or
Yale or Princeton ... well,
honestly, that's just sad,
because that means there's
no reason for improve-

407 ~704-8911

6367 East Colonial Drive Orlando, FL 32807

Behind Budget Car Rental
www.dealerdirecttrans.com

we know how to take care of our customers. Give us a call for your
[rull] ~ rn1IlIB1J [rull] Ufil!1lUIJ 00 ~

GRAND OPENING 2ND LOCATION
5001 Sand Lake Drive Orlando, FL 32819

407-601-7799

TIie hotspots

The wide variety of habitats. species and
genetic variants that a~ found in nature

cove.-only
1.4%ot
the Earth.
but lheyare
home to . . .

PreseNing biodi"8rsity means

ment at UF other than to
maintain what they've
already got."
Despite Machen's rankings, UCF is listed in The
Best 361 Colleges: 2006 Edition by The Prince.ton
Review. In the 2008 edition
· of US News & World
Report, UCF is ranked as a
Tier 3 National University
and the seventh best tlpand-coming university in
the nation.
However, it is not just
students who have an
opinion on this matter.
The poll had both FSU and
UM ranked above UCF.
"Though FSU is a lot
older than UCF, it seems
that it has become increasingly more difficult to get _
accepted into UCF than
FSU," UCF English professor Mark Kamrath said.
According
to
The
Gainesville Sun,
USF
spokesman Michael Hoad
said the poll imbibes a
great number of objective
measures.
"USF prefers to be
ranked on scales that use
measures of research,
· admissions standards and
scholarly activity, rather
than the opinion of people
who may not know us very
well," Hoad said.
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What is 1-iodilersity*?
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preventing the extinction of species and
lhe destruction of unique habitats
Tropical lorests
such as this one
in Brazil (left)
harbor many
plant and animal
species found
nowhere else;
fanning, mining
or road building
can destroy a
complex natural
community by
killing one key
plant or animal
species
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44%of
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all species
of complex
(vascular)
plants

all complex
(vertebrate)
animal
species..
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Not counting t;sh

Coastlines such as Costa Rica's Osa Peninsula (below) are
especially rich in plant and animal species; the wide variety
of habitats - deep water. shallow water. shoreline and land have allowed many specialized plants and animals to evolve
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MCNAIR ASSOCIATE SAYS
WIFE DIDN'T KNOW OF AFFAIR
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -An associate
said Wednesday the wife of ex-NFL
quarterback Steve McNair didn't know
about Sahel Kazemi before the 20-yearold woman shot her husband four
times on the Fourth ofJuly.
Mike Mu, who has worked with
McNair's charitable foundation for
years, said Mechelle McNair"didn't
know who this girl is'.'
Mechelle McNair, who has not
spoken publicly since the shooting, has·
been described by people close to her
as being very upset and distraught.
Agent Bus Cook said McNair's wife was
"in and out'' of it in the hours after the
shooting.
Kazemi~ family told reporters that
the woman was so confident McNair
was divorcing his wife of 12 years that
she.was preparing to sell her furniture
and move in with the former
quarterback.
Mu is handling media inquiries for
Thursday night's memorial service in
Nashville. Afuneral service will be held
Saturday in Mississippi.
The close friend who reported
McNair's death to 911 defended his
friend since their days playing football
at Alcorn State to The Tennessean.
Robert Gaddy, wno did not
immediately return atext message to
his cell phone from The Associated Press
on Wednesday, said the couple's
Nashville home was on the market
because they were looking for a new
house. ·
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COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS
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UCF Men's Tennis head coach Bobby Cashman, who will enter his 11th year with the Knights next season,has ,ompiled a 135-87 at UCF, including four seasons with a record of .500 or better in the past 5 years.

UCF Men's Tenn.is coac~ Bobby Cashma~
knows something·about big-time wins

BOBBY
CASHMAN

BRIAN MURPHY
Senior Staff Writer

POLICE INTERVIEW DETAILS
NIGHT OF STALLWORTH'S DUI
MIAMI - Cleveland Browns wide
receiver Donte'Stallworth told police.he
drank up to four shots of premium
tequila while partying with friends at a
Miami Beach club but did not feel
drunk in the hours before he struck and
killed a pedestrian with his car.
In a recorded interview with police,
Stallworth said he met fellow Browns
receiver Braylon Edwards and others at
a hotel sometime after 2 a.m. on March
14. Stallworth said he drank some
tequila from Edwards'table and later
bought some shots himself.
"Three, four at the most;' Stallworth
said."I wasn't really counting'.'
When asked ifhe was intoxicated,
Stallworth said: "No, sir'.'
Lab tests later showed Stallworth
had a blood-alcohol level of .126, above
Florida's .08 limit.
Stallworth, 28, is serving a 30-day jail
sentence after pleading guilty.to DUI
manslaughter in the death of 59-year.
old Mario Reyes. Stallworth also
reached an undisclosed financial
settlement with Reyes'family, which
factored into his relatively light
sentence.

Before UCF:
Cashman was an associate
head coach at Barry
University in Miami for six
years before moving on as
an assistant coach at the
University of Kansas for
two seasons.

.Wrth the Knights:
In his 10 seasons with the
Knights, UCF has recorded
7 winning seasons.
including an 11-10 mark in
its first season in
Conference USA - and
three NCAA Tournament
appearances.

UCF Men's Tennis head coach
Bobby Cashman will see his career
come full circle next season. That's not
to say his care~r is anywhere near an
end, it will just take him back to where
he worked to be an.accomplished player, and where he knew he could
become an accomplished coach.
Cashman played numerous sports in
high school, but knew then that tennis
was his passion. While playing for
Miami-Dade Community College and
then Barry University, Cashman would
spend many days at Moore Park in
Miami, refining his game.
All of that time spent at Moore Park
served him well when he turned pro
after college.
''When I first started (in the men's
open division in Florida), I Wa$ ranked
20th, ·which still isn't bad," Cashman
said. '½nd then I moved to as high as
three. That was a big thing for me, and
then I just grew from there."
Cashman really grew as a coach during that time. His own success made
him realize that he knew what it took

for other players to be successful
Cashman's coaching career began in
199L In the following 18 years, he has
earned some pretty impressive victories.
In his first coaching job, an associate
head coaching position with the Barry
Women's Tennis team, Cashman said . 1
the team didn't get almost any tecognition for its success. His six-year stint at
Barry was highlighted by a 1997 victory
against Rollins College, one of the topranked teams in Division II at the time. '
Cashman moved on later that year to
a program he knew would have a much
brighter spotlight put upon it: the University of Kansas. He spent the 1998 and,
1999 seasons as the assistant coach and
recruiting coordinator for the Jayhawks.
The Jayhawks were a very solid
team and were ranked No. 30 in 1999,
when they pulled off what is another
memorable moment for Cashman as a
coach. During that season's Big 12 Conference tournament, the Jayhawks
faced Texas A&M on its home court.
Unbowed by the ninth-ranked
PLEASE SEE

COACH ON A7

When I first
started (in the
men's open
division in
Florida),.1_WAS .
RANKED 20TH,
which still
isn't bad. And
then I moved
to as high as
three.That
was a big
thing for me,
and then I
JUST GREW .
FROM
. THERE:
1

Staff Writer

HARDEN,HANSBROUGH
SHINE IN SUMMER LEAGUE

•
•
•

ORLANDO - James Harden and
Tyler Hansb1ough are giving aglimpse
of what to expect from them this NBA
season, and it's exactly what the team
that drafted them hoped to see.
Harden and Hansbrough enjoyed
· solid performances for the second
straight night, creating matchup
problems, making shots and doing just
about everything that made them
sought-after stars in college.
Harden, the third overall pick by
Oklahoma City in last month's draft,
had 19 points and five rebounds
Tuesday night in the most anticipated
matchup of the five-day Orlando
summer league.
Hansbrough, the 13th pick by
Indiana, was even better. Wrth team
president Larry Bird watching from the
baseline, Hansbrough scored 23 points,
hit two 3-pointers and led the Pacers to
a 91-88 victory.
-
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Former UCF Softball
star Breanne Javier is putting on a different type of
uniform this summer.
·
Javier signed a free
agent deal to play professional softball with the
USSSA Pride of the fiveteam National Pro Fastpitch league.
,
Jn June, she was offered
a tryout with the team and
earned her place on the
squad.
In her senior year at
UCF in 2009, Javier batted
318 wjth 57 hits, two home
runs and a team-leading 34
RBIs.
Javier was voted onto
the All-Conference USA
Second Team and also

- B08BY CASHMAN
UCF MEN'S TENNIS HEAD COACH

.,,

(1

named to the Louisville
Slugger/NFCA All-Mideast
Region First Team.
She joins two other former Knights who have
played professional softball, Stephanie Best and
Allison Kime.
Kime is currently playing for the Rockford Thnnder.
"I· knew that I have
always wanted to go on
past college," Javier said. "I
wasn't sure if it was in my
future to play at the professional leveL During my senior year, the goal was for me
to try. If I didn't make it, I
didn't make it, but at least I
can say I tried."
The California native
will not be heading far to

Fonner UCF first
baseman Breanne
·Javier now plays for
the US5SA Pride.

JAVIER ON A7

RAYMA JENKINS /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Javier's joU;ntey
continues in·pros
CARLOS PINEDA

'I.'
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Coach expects UCF to contend
•

REEMA DESAI/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Fonner Knight Breanne Javier joined the Pride in June after completing a
tryout.She has played in 13 games,starting 7,and is hitting .190.

.Javier relishing
the n·e xt level
FROM A6

,

play softball. as the ,P ride
play their home gaqies at
PRIDE Park at Osceola
County High School in
Kissimmee.
"I think it's awesome
that I was able to stay
here, just because I do
have really close friends
and my family here in
Central Florida,'' Javier
said
Javier said 'one of the
big differences between
college and professional
~all is how much responsibility rests with the individual player.
"It is really exciting, it's
a new experience, not
playing college ball anymore,'' Javier said ·~t this
level, there is not as much
coaching going on as
there is in college,
because we're professionals, and we should know
what to do.
"In professional ·softball. we all make sure we
get our cuts jn at practice.
We practice as a team but

working out and staying
in shape, we do that on
our own."
But she said she is
happy to be playing at
what she calls the highest
level of softball.
''Right now, the NPF is
the top level of playing,"
Javier said. "There is no
softball in the Olympics
anymore.
"The level of play is
different, and we're facing
Olympic pitchers like Cat
Osterman and Jenny
Finch. It's a normal professional league, but these
are women that I've
looked up to while I
played softball in that
aspect. It is a lot different."
But even though she
has moved on from the
college ranks, she still has
fond memories of her
timeatUCF.
''I miss my teammates,
and they were my family
for four years,'' Javier said.
"I did my .time at UCF,
and so it's time to move
on and see other thing~ in
the world"

FROM A6

Aggies and the road
atmosphere, the Jayhawks pulled off the quarterfinal-round upset in
rather dramatic fashion.
"We saved 12 match
points · at Texas A&M,''
Cashman said 'We saved
five match points at
(court) six and then seven
at (court) five."
Cashman found a new
job in 1999 with UCF,
landing his first head
coaching gig. Since Cashman began, he has been
steadily building the program.
It started with an 11-12
mark versu~ a tough ·
schedule in.his first year.
Then came the Knigh~s'
.
COURTESY UCFATHLETICS
three-peat as Atlantic Sun
Champions from 2003-05. Men's tennis coach Bobby Cashman led UCF to three consecutive NCAA Tournament.appearances from 2003-05.
After taking a noticeable step up in competiA trip to the confertion in - 2006 with the ence finals will depend ·
school's move to Confer- on a number of factors for
ence USA, Cashman is the Knights, e·specially
back to building a winner. injuries.
The Knights have
Injuries limited Sakey
BEFORE THEY STOP YOU.
increased their wiiu:i.irig to just two singles.matchpercentage each year in es last season and forced
Calcet's ,triple calcium formula is
C-USA and reached the sophomore ·
Claudio
designed to help stop low calcium leg
quarterfinals of the C- Romano to :fuiss the
Triple calcium
· cramps. Just ask your pharmacist.
p\JsV,1aJTi11 D
USA conference tourna- entire season.
ment for the first time
But Cashman thinks
this March.
the period of getting
For 2010, the Knights' familiar with.C-USA play
head coach for the past is over for his Knights.
decade thinks his team is
They are now content
ready to make a charge with just championships
toward a C-USA title.
and NCAA tournament
"I think we're there," appearances, and he is ·
Cashman said ''I think we helping his team's tournacan compete this year. We ment resume with anothhave three seniors with er challenging slate of
Marc (Rocafort) and opponents in 2010.
Brock (Sakey) and Johah
That
schedule
(Beigart). I ~ with the includes a Feh 21 meeting
kids coming up, and some with the Miami Hurrigood kids coming in, I canes, a match that will
don't see why we can't be played at Cashman's
compete for a title.
old stomping grounds of
· ~ I saying that we're Moore Park.
going to win it? No, but I
But · Cashman hopes
think we can go further this full circle only repreinto the tournament, have sents
the beginning
a breakthrough and make toward his next big
the finals."
moment as a coach.

STOP LEG. CRAMPS
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Local group jumps off buildings for fun
. SARA ROMERO

•

Contributing Writer

Scaling buildings in downtown Orlando? No big deal.
It's just another day in the life of 25-year-old Orlando native Andy Taylor.
Sporting spiky, brigp.t blue hair and a lively smile. Taylor is extreme by definition.
"I've always been mesmerized by big buildings; they make me happy," he said
He is an avid rock climber, and one of his favorite hobbies is scaling buildings in
downtown Orlando.
'
"The basic principle is being able to negotiate obstacles to move from point A to
point B in the most efficient manner possible." Taylor explained.
Parkour, also called free running, is a unique mix of sport and martial arts that tests
the participant's discipline and agility. It is not a spectator sport but one that poses the
individual challenge that any obstacle can be overcome.
"I do everything from.rock climbing to wakeboarding, but I like Parkour more than
anything else,'' he said. ''This is a big sport - in Europe it's huge."
Parkour requires regular training and an array of skills. Taylor began his training
about two years ago, taking Capoeira - an Afro-Br;wlian martial art - to practice his ·
handstands and working with gym.:p.astics trainer Mike Mitchell.
"It's definitely something that could be in the X-games," Taylor said.
But Taylor is thirsty for more.
"[Parkour is] for everyone. it's not just for crazy ripped skinny dudes who like doing
crazy things," he said. ·~yone who makes this their passion. I want to make an avail-·
able-avenue to get paid for this."
1
· .
Taylor currently has a team offive guys who train hard and aim to create a Parkour
community here in the heart of Central Florida
"I want everyone to lmow they can come and learn
Parkour:' Taylor said. ''I want to unify the Parkour scene in
Orlando:'
Right now Orlando has a
growing Parkour community with one ofits members coming right out of
the University of Central Florida.
Graham Hughes, digital media major, is one of the
pioneers of Parkour at UCF.
Hughes met with the assistant director of the Office of Student
Involvement on Wednesday to discuss a Parkow; Club, which he h,opes
could be starting up on campus.
''It's a discipline where we train ourselves to be able to move fluidly and efficiently through any environment:' Hughes said
.
Taylor and Hughes are two prominent faces in the Orlando Parkour scene; however, they share a few disparities in their philosophy.
''There is a direct divide between his ideology and mine," said Taylor. "Sure. you
have to calm your mind and think correctly about your moves, so it does discipline
me. but I see it as more fun."
·
Hughes, on the other hand, feels safer on the ground.
"rm at home on the ground, it's a different way of traiping;' he said. "I f
wouldn't say either is better than the other:'
Formorephotos
Differences aside, both men have one ·(1
of Park.our:
common unifying belief - they want to get
www.UCFNews.com
everyone involved.
"Parkour is about overcoming obstacles," Hughes said. ''.Aside from the physical obstacles, we overcome the
mental obstacle of fear."
Hughes stressed that people should not be intj.midated and that
anyone can do it. .
It's clear that Hughes and Andy are motivated by their love for the
sport.
Parkour is more than just ninja-like stunts; this sport requires a
great deal of self-motivation and drive.
With a l>arkour club at UCF in the works, Hughes strives to show
that Parkour is not just crazy videos ofpeople jumping offbuildings.
"We want to be able to teach them the proper way to get started,
instead of emulating what they· see online or on TY," Hughes
added
Taylor and Hughes encourage anyone interested in Parkour to
attend one of their weekly meet-ups. They meet evei:y Tuesday
night at 8:30 p.m at the Lake Mary All Stars Gym in Longwood.
For more information on future meet-ups or if you are interested
in
learning
more
about
Parkour
visit:
www.meetup.com/ParkourOrlando.
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Mike Mitchel! practices his jumping at a

cheerleading gym in downtown Orlando.
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Congo River: A mini-golf safari
JOSH BROWNE
Staff Writer

Golf balls? Check Eighteen holes? Check Live a:lligators, gemstones and scavenger
hunts? Check, check and check.
·
Congo River Golf: located on East Colonial Drive just east of Alafaya, is a new
miniature golf course that opened up a few months ago.
This isn't your typical mini golf c~urse, though - this golf course is designed to
take you on a safari through Africa
A waterfall, streams, boulders with African masks, a zebra-striped plane and a safari
Jeep all help capture the essence of Africa.
"It's really fun." digital media major Cody Brunty said. "The waterfall named Livingstone is my favorite hole."
With names like "Unfriendly hippos" and "Stanley starts search for Livingstone in
Africa," the 18 holes provide a putt-putting journey through Africa
''I think it's great,'' elementary education major Tiffany Lance said. ''It gives us something else to do. I love the safari setting and the scavenger hunt."
Upon entering Congo River, each party is given a scorecard, which has a scavenger
hunt checklist on the back. There are six items hidden around the course that each party
must fmd. Those items include a shield, a hat, a mwnmy, a canoe. a spear and jewels. If
ERIN DREW / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
all items are found by the time the session is finished, the party is given scratch John Pusateri and son Jase Pusateri enjoy a game of minigolf at the newly-opened Congo River Golf on Colonial Drive.
off cards that may yield a free game at Congo River.
''No one ever gets the shield," Stephen Jacobson. a UCF student and Congo River
employee. said. "I don't know what it is, but people always miss it."
For people interested in mining, a bag of gemstones is available for purchase and can be placed in a pan
with grates at the bottom. Dip the pan into the water and watch as the water washes the soil away and the
gemstones are revealed.
There is also a party room, arcade and a pit where people can feed live gators.
People are starting to notice this new attraction near UCF. Jacobson said last Friday they had the most
people in attendance out of any of the six locations in Florida.
''There's no specific group of people that come here." Jacobson said. "It's pretty diverse. We get little kids,
students and adults. It's fun for everybody!'
.
CongQ River Golf also has locations in Altamonte Springs, Daytona Beach, International Drive.
Clearwater, Kissimmee and Port Richey.
Congo River is open from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday through Thursday, and 10 a.m. to midnight
· Friday and Saturday.
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July Fourth festival brings out crowd
TYLER GILLESPIE
Staff Writer

Kiss and Tell

by Jen Glantz

Our relationship columnist lives
vicariously through her friends'
love lives, and it allows her a lot
of insight into relationships do's
and don'ts. Read her list oftips
to keep yourself out ofthe
relationship danger zone,
whether it's getting too clingy
or becoming too hling up on
someone who'.s just not that
into you.

Cam,en Cares

by Carmen Carroquino
We've all been there - having
feelings for someone who
doesn't have them back is as
common as it is heartbreaking.
Read our advice columnist's
words ofwisdom to avoid
potential problems.

MOVIETIMES
'

Courtesy Universal Pictures

BRUNO(R)

Borat trickster Sacha Baron Cohen
returns to the big screen to offer yet
another stinging dose of
sociopolitical satire in this comedy
that finds him assuming the persona
of gay fashionmonger Bruno, the
self-proclaimed "voice of Austrian
youth TV:'
Directed by: Larry Charles

Staffing: Sacha Baron Cohen, Alice Evans,

Candice Cunningham, Trishelle, Sandra
Seeling, Ben Youcef, Emerson Brooks, David
Hill, Alexander von Roon

This
year's
local
Fourth of July festivities
kicked off a day early on
July 3 with Red, Hot &
Boom, an annual free
concert event at Cranes
Roost Park in Altamonte
Springs.
And with all this talk
of economic reces·s ion
sweltering our already
hot summer, who would
pass up an opportunity
to celebrate our nation's
independence at a free
outdoor event?
An estimated 150,000
people braved the heat
and attended Red, Hot &
Boom, which lasted from
4 p.m. to ll p.m.
The event, which is
the largest Independence Day celebration in
Central Florida, was
sponsored by the city of '
Altamonte Springs and
XL106.7FM.
The event gave peQple of the Orlando community ari. opportunity to
come together and celebrate independence in a
fun and safe environment.
.
"I. came to watch the
fireworks and concert
with my boyfr,iend," UCF
alumnae Carissa Arena
said. "It's very busy with
all the people, but it's still
fun."
Red, Hot & Boom featured performances by
recording artists We The
Kings, Evan Taubenfeld,
Jessie James, The Cab,
Matt Nathanson, Hey
Monday, Carolina Liar,
Kevin Rudolf and Parachute.
"I was really excited
to see Jessie James and
Kevin Rudolf," Arena
said.
For those who could
not make it out to the
event, the performances
and band interviews
were streamed live on
XL.106.7 FM.
Groups of roaming
teenagers and families
walked around Cranes
Roost Lake . throughout
the event, and some set
up blankets and chairs on
grassy areas. To accom-

mo date
the
crowd,
portable toilets were
lined up in designated
areas.
According to the City
of Altamonte Springs
Web site, Crane's Roost
Park encompasses a 37acre lake surrounded by
a one-mile boardwalk.
The pedestrian path
includes
restrooms,
benches, covered seating
areas,
a
900-seat
amphitheater and a floating stage.
The floating stage
allowed the crowd to be
able to see band performances from almost
anywhere they stood
around the lake. Also,
performances
were
blasted through speakers
set up throughout the
venue.
After their performances, some of the acts
stayed around to greet
their fans and promote
band
merchandise.
Among the bands wbo
participated in the fan
meet and greet was Carolina Liar.
" [Today's performance] was fun; it was a bit
of a challenge playing on
a barge," Carolina · Liar
lead vocalist Chad Wolf
said. "It took some getting used to, but after
that it was really fun."
While still feeding off
the crowd after their performance, the band energetically interacted with
every one of their. fans
who waited in.line to talk
to them.
"[The
people
of
Orlando] are fantastic,"
said Wolf. "They were·all
really nice and cordial."
The band also sold
tour items like T-shirts,
bandannas and CDs.
"It was also good
because we sold a lot of
·merchandise. We only
had, like, five T-shirts
left," Wolf said.
To keep the crowd fed
and happy, plenty ofpopular food vendors like
Tijuana Flats and Panda
Express set 4p shop.
.Budweiser served by the
Rotary Club of Orlando
kept the 21-and-up crowd
supplied with beer.

(PG-13)
The story of a nerdy valedictorian
who proclaims his love for the ·
hottest cheerleader in school during
his graduation speech. Much to his
surprise, the ridiculously popular .
cheerleader shows up at his door that
very night and decides to show him
the best night of his life.

Ovlec.lo HealthMart
Pharmacy
(Next to Poet Office)
85, Geneva Drive
Oviedo, FL, 32765
Phone 407-366-2677

W.H§:N .... •.• -~ ••••••••••. ~ .....
July, 16, 2009. Thursday

TESTS INCLUDE,
• Blood Pressure
• Blood Glucose
• Total Chole$terol

•

Hemogl.Qbin A1c"'

f'.i ..........., ~ .... .....,....-, ....
.,_...,...,..,_.,,__,,.er.....,..,..,,,lllolk,U
.,"'1......,,..,t._.,,n,,.......,

. . . . .fl..., ...." '. . .

3PM • 7PM.

To learn more, visit:

H•althAcro••Arnerlca .. net

MINI
CON

Directed by: Chris Columbus

_ COMICS GUESTS

Starring: Hayden Panettiere, Paul Rust,

Jack Carpenter, Lauren Storm, Lauren London

"STEVE SCOTT• GREG LAND • BILLY TAN
BRANDON PETERSON• GEORGE PEREZ
JIMMY PALMIOTTI • AMANDA CONNER
JIMMY CHEUNG• CHUCK DIXON
SERGIO CARI ELLO • TONY BEDARD
MIKE PERKINS • TIM TOWNSEND

(R) 12:0012:301:00 2:20 2:.SO 3:05 4:30 5:00
5:30 7:10 7:50 8:259:30 10:00 10:30 12:30am
1:00am

•
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The crowd enjoys a concert from the band Hey Monday at the Red Hot & Boom festival,
The Fourth of July festival was sponsored by Altamonte Springs and XL 106.7 FM.

SUMMER

I LOVE YOU, BETH'COOPER

•

As the bands played
into the sunset, many
members of the audience
danced and sang along to
the lyrics.
Even though this
year's musical lineup
was a little eccentric,
people came to have a
good time. A feeling of
unity seemed to pulsate
through the crowd.
"I like the concerts
and the fireworks," said
Seminole Community
College student Gladys
Winnik and five-time
Red, Hot &
Boom
attendee. "There vvere nq.
artists this yeat that I
wanted to see, but it is
still fun."
Pyro Shows, Inc. put
the "boom" in Red, Hot
& Boom by orchestrating
the fireworks show that
began around 9:30 p.m.

ILoveYou, Beth Cooper
(PG-13) 12:05 2:355:05-7:30 10:1512:45am

ke Age:Dawn ofthe Dinosaurs
(PG) 11:30am 12:35 1:05 1:55 2:5S 3:25 4:20
5:205:50 7:458:15 10:10 10:40

Ice Age: Dawn ofthe Dinosaurs 30
(PG) Digital 3DShowtimes
11 :SOam 2:25 4:50 7:20 9:40 12:10am

Publk Enemies
(PG-13) 11 :25am 1:15 2:40 3:35 4:35 5:35 7:05
7:40 8:45 10:05 10:45 12:15am
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio Showtimes

12:25

My Sister's Keeper
(PG-13) 12:20 4:05 7:15 9:45 12:20am

Transfunners: Revenge of the Fallen:The
IMAX Experienre
(PG-l3) IMAX Screen Showtimes

12:15 3:407:00 10:20

Transfonners: Revenge of tfle Fallen
(PG-13) 11:55am 12:401:20 3:104:104:40

6:30 7:25 8:009:50 10:50 12:25am

The Proposal
(PG-13) 11:45am2:304:556:55 7:55 9-55
10-55 12:35am

YearOne
(PG) 11:40am

The Taking of Pelham 123
(R) 2:1S 4:45 7:35 10-.2512:SOam

The Hangover
(R) 12:10 2:45 5:25 8:05 10-3512:SSam

Up
(PG) 11:35am 2:00 4:25 6:50 ~ 35 12:05am
-

Listings for Friday, July 10

UNIVERSI1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.

MICHAEL WELCH
" Mike Newton"

ention.com

11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Satur day-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWa)kin.com
M ost Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University ~vd., between Rouse Road and Alafayaj

Allgust 22nd - 23rd
ORANGE CO. CONVENTION CENTER • ORLANDO,, Fl

~
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OUR STANCE

Loan· plan an
asset to students
T

he Department of Education's Income-Based
. Repayment plan looks
to be more helpful than
harmful to college graduates
with government loans like
Stafford
Under IBR, borrowers can
decide if they want to repay
based on15 percent.of their
income before taxes or
· choose the traditional 10year-set plan.
·
Giving loan holders the
chance of loan forgiveness
also makes this bill hopeful
in allowing them to get their
bearings before losing most
of their money to student
loan repayment.
Those willing to enter
public service for 10 years,
like teaching in public
schools or serving in the military, can have the remainder
of their loans forgiven after

the decade ends.
comes longer time to pay off
Although public jobs may
the loans, which also means
not be a primary choice soon more interest will be paid
after entering the job market, overtime.
it can help lighten the loan
Just ·l ike the yearly FAFSA
burden, especially for graduwas a requirement for finanates who also have to repay
cial aid, IBR requires each
private loans since IBR only
loan holder to submit docucovers government loans.
mentation each year. Failing
Allowing the public servto do so automatically
ice option to be part of IBR
switches the loan back to the
also increases the chance of
higher 10-year plan. The site
having more qualified gradu- lists this as a disadvantage,
ates in jobs that can help
but if people want to have
benefit their community or
lower payments they'll have
another area that may be
to get use to submitting their
underprivileged. This propaperwork each year on
vides benefits for both grads
time.
and community advanceIBR gives college grads
ment.
more options than they had
Advantages of the propreviously to elimi.mlte or
gram do appear to be helpful, reduce their government
but the disadvantages should
loans, which can help make
also be considered by those
· the physical and financial
who want to take part. With
transition into the real world
the smaller payment option
a lot easier.

'FA FSA.changes
T

insignificant ..
.

,

he proposed changes to
. are.
ing to think that Duncan
the way students and
:would like to push for the
If having to answer a few
their families fill out the elimination of other,
more questions
a form
. unknown, questions when
·would prevent a student from
Free Application for Federal
Student Aid might make the
congressional approval is n9t
attending college, they were
process easier, but will most
required for most of the
never cut out for college in the
likely not bring about a signifi- ·changes made to the online
first place.
cant rise in college enroll.According to USA Today,
FAFSAform.
ment.
.
This is especially notewor"Some data suggest ... that
thy when you consider that 92 about LS million college stuIf Education Secretary
Arne Duncan's proposals are
percent of all applicants use
dents probably are eligible for
put into effect, students who
the online version of the form. federal Pell Grants but have
are married or at least 24
according to USA Today.
not applied for them."
years old won't have to
Obviously federal aid
It is v~ry likely that those
answer questions concerning
should be accessible to those
students have not applied
their parents' financial ipforwho truly need it, but if it
because they are either
mation, according to a USA
becomes too easy for students unaware that the Pell Grant
to cut corners and take advan- exists or unaware that they are
Today article.
This would eliminate ll
tage of government money
eligible for it, not because they
questions on the form.
there will no longer be·
· don't want to bother with the
In addition, low-income
enough to go around
red tape.
students won't be asked for
Tilat being said, the idea
While the FAFSA changes
asset information, which was
that the changes will ultimate- are definitely a positive, the
never a factor in determining
ly encourage more students to Obama administration should
their eligibility anyway.
be doing more to make stuapply for aid and use federal
These changes are weldents aware of the types of
loan programs - and.eventucomed and probably should
ally go to college - is a great
federal aid that exist and how
have happened a long time
they can get that aid to help
in,dication of how lazy our
ago, but it is a bit disconcertachieve their goals.
representatives must think we

on

.
/

Resale ofJackson
tickets·is shaineful
T

hQse who helped to
get the tickets for
Michael
Jackson's
memorial off eBay and
Craigslist should be commended.
Many see Jackson as a-person who influenced music
and humanitarianism, while
others view his past accusations of child molestation and
his prescription drug use as a
sign against his character.
Despite which side is taken
on Jackson's life and deeds,
the idea of having tickets to a
free memorial service sold is
disrespectful
An email notified 8,750
people that they were winners of-the free tickets. Shortly after, sales for the tickets
went up on both Craigslist
and eBay.
Those selling the tickets
were trying to get hundreds
and thousands 9/ dollars for
an event that was, no doubt,

expected to be monumental.
More than 1.6 million peoIt is disappointing to see peo- ple reque~ted to be a part of
ple selling tickets an event the lottery for Tuesday's
that was created to be free to memorial. Given that numthe public and a way for them ber, it's likely that many were
to remember a life lost going because they were fans
whether they could afford it of Jackson or just wanted to
or not.
be a part of the service.
The sellers took this
What's even sadder was
the idea of people trying to opportunity away from many
auction off their e-mail rejec- · who wanted to pay their
tions from the lottery for peo- respects and other people
ple to have mementos in agreed
order to earn a couple of dolCraigslist users can flag
ads they consider inapproprilars.
Both of the ways that peo- - ate and that's what they did
ple tried to earn money for listings trying to sell tickseems similar to .having peo- ets to the memorial.
Although people had no
ple pay to attend a normal
funeral service or hand over control over who could
money to get flowers from attend the memorial service,
winners did have a choice in
the funeral as a keepsake.
It isn't only· a dishonor to what they did with their tickthe person who has passed ets. If ticket owners wanted
away, but to those·who attend to get rid of their winnings so
in order to truly give respect badly, they should've done
what was intended and gi-xen
~~ the person's wemory and
llle.
~
them away instead
·

.

.
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Saving money here
and there adds up
screened porch I've ever
The one thing I
wanted to avoid this
seen. it took us less than
summer was moving
five minutes to decide we
into a new apartment
had to have this apartfor the third time in
ment.
three years. Packing
Two hours later we ,
·e verything up, booking
were back with our coma moving truck and
pleted applications forms
making midnight trips
and deposits. Our previto Wal-Mart in search of
ous deposit for our apartfree boxes just isn't my .
ment had been $400 and
KARI WILBERG
idea of fun.
our new place only
Editor-in-Chief
In addition to those
required $299 - a huge
nuisances.paying
savings considering we
deposit fees and transferring serviconly had two people to split the
es to a new place is just costly. It's
deposit this time instead of three.
amazing, however, how much cutSplitting a shared lease between
ting a few corners, clipping some
two people inste,ad of three raised
coupons and having great credit can our rent and is going to be the
save you some money.
toughest thing of all, especially
As I bet most students can attest
because now there are only two of
to,moving every year can be such a
us to·split the utilities.
pain and an expense. In these hard
Despite having figured out where
times, I had been hoping to avoid
we were going to live, we still had to
that expense.
settle the mattei=- of affordable utiliBut this year, like many college
ties and as a result, had to downgrade.
~
students who often acquire new
roommates and lose current mies, I
We cut $20 out of our monthly
ended up having to find a new place. cable by getting the m~st standard
Due to personal reasons, one of
package and somewhat slower
my roommates had to move back
Internet.
home this year and me and my
Our new apartment is on the
other roommate simply couldn't
third floor like our current one is7
afford $1,418 in rent each month, not
but it doesn't have v.iulted ceilings,
including utilities.
which will help us save on energy. In
About two months aga w~
addition to that, even though our
received a coupon in the mail for a
new apart:xµent technically has more
newer set of apartn;ients about 10
square footage~ our current one,
minutes away from where we curmost of that is from the screen
rently live. The coupon was for one
porch, whicli doesn't require air
month's free rent, ~omething that
conditioning.
obviously appealed to us as broke
The best money-saving thing we .
college students.
did that basically fell into my lap
Even though I had a lis't of apartwas the ability to avoid paying a
ments in the UCF area that looked
deposit fee on our new electricity
nice, we immediately went to this
account. My credit score had been
one with hopes that we would love · good ene>ugh that they didn't require
it and they would have an affordable . a deposit. As a result, we saved $250.
two-bedroom available starting in
Although we would have eventuJuly. They did
·
ally gotten .t hat money back, :now we
.They even had a deal going on
at least don't have to shell it out up
wher~ we got two months of free
front.
rent, in addition to our othef month
Even thougli'we'll be splitting our
free, prorated throughout the year. It electricity, water and cable only two'
.ways instead ofthree, our money- ·
decreased the original total for the
monthly rent by $300, bringing it
savingtechniqueshavemadertso
down to $1,030. In addition to that,
we are able to have a gorgeous and
we talked them into waiving the
affordable apartment.
monthly $30 view fee. It's a pretty
Ifyou have to move this year, cutswamp, but I didn't want to pay
ting $20 here and there from various
extra for it. ·
bills may not seem like a lot, but it
The apartment has brand new
sure adds up and can make your '
appliances, gorgeous countertops,
otherwise $600-per-month rent go
crown moldings and the biggest
down quite a bit.
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', WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

··celebrate freedom,
but do it respectfully
I just want to mention that
Hare Krishna is an uniquely
American religious sect, and that
their chants are spiritual in nature,
NOT nationalistic. They were
exercising their freedom of religion, and exercising freedom is
· the highest form of celebration for
our Independence Day. Men and
women have died for our freedom
(and for theirs), and it is only
proper that all citizens of this
country exercise their freedoms as
they see fit.

·

..

•
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FERNANDO

Governor Sanford
should step down
Sanford demanded Bob Livingston's resignation when Larry
Flint exposed Livingston's adultery. "HE broke God's law" Sanford argued and should resign.
What's good for the goose is good
for the gander. Sanford needs to
follow his own advice.

•

ANONYMOUS

, Gov Sanford abandoned us and

•

RYANC. did not tell anyone where he went.

Isn't the whole point of independence that you can express
yourself however you want? As
long as the.Hare Krishna's, or
whatever, were demonstrating
peacefully what's it to you? Learn
some tolerance, America is about
more than just the culture 1of its

What if there llild been another
wildfire or a hurricane? Why didn't h e announce that he and Jenny
had separated and ask for prayers
from us before he took off? I hate
secrets and lies.
GINNY FROM SC

,.

•
•
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

•

Onlin~ phon~ fax,
in person:

VISA..MC, AMEX,
Discover,. Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds

I
I
I

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online.24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,

8m

Rate

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Tone C
HelpWanted:Full-Tlme C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent: Homes
B
For Rent: Apartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

325
350
37S
400
500
600

ForSale:Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services
Announcements
Traver

B
A
A
B
A
B

700 Worship

B

800 Miscellaneous

B

Wanted

B

900

Bittl
$J.9
$J3

First issue:

Each· addl issue:

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

•

•
•

100
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day polential fib Expeim:.e
l\leoessi¥y. Tranrg Provided.
N;Je 18 + OK 80Hl65-6520 x 1CJ7.
~ needed forl\\U cti:ten.

•

ALg. 17-21 (U day);Al.g. 24 ard
beyond from 12-4 p11. Cal
.
Meissa at 4CJ7-712-4368.
INCREDIBlE INTERN
OPPORTUNITY!! The Pita Pits of

•

•

01a'1CbneedyoulARJicar,t
sh:lud be a 1alen1ed ard
C01l pele,1t irdvrlJal in CXlITl)lller
rra1<etrg especially web desigl.
E-mai rest.mes 1o
beedly222)2@yahoo.oom.

Ncm 1-irirg W€b Proga'Tmer/lt
Diedor

•
•
•
.

.

cam il Huller's

Reselve.Ha'c:tMxld floors, VaA3d .
ceings, 2m fbor, Screened-In
Poidl, st::>ve, ITICIOWalle,
wa-.her.tiyer ard rangerato,.
Walelfn:rttb.nai.Pool ard CU>
1-tJuse. l..ocaled 11.2 rrie l£F.
Al l.dtes & in1emet ird.x:led.
$1300tronlh o r ~ per roomale
Cal 863-004-6016 to s::hec1je a
visit Ad:n!ss: 108 Reselve Ci'.
Unt#2r1J. Riglton.Alafaya

$1350Availj),Lg.
Call Ronald 305-7'2-5537 or
~@belshouth.net

.

GoodJobsNet@gnal.oom

CLOSE TO l.JCF.3'2.2 screen
porch, open kitchen, l..lWR'FMover 1700 sg ft. $1495 avail 811,
Cal today! Doug 407-920-6201.

Home FOR RENT Al.gJst 1st!!
$1,300.00 3.2 &nee BM:I. &
Uliversily 4CJ7-9234399

AIRLINES ARE HIRING- TlcWl b'

•

2,2 Funished

3.2.5 TH. Kitr.hen, W/u,
c:U:lh:luse, pool. J'.JE9' l.£F.

Please serd resure wi1h Salay
rEQiements 1o

•

tg, payirg Aviation Maintencn::e
Caeer. FAA~prog.m.
Fncn:ial ad if quaified - Housrg
avaiable. CALLAvialion Institute
of Mailtera1ce (888)349-5387.

f;T-1
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FOR RENT:
~
[~ Homes

HELP WANTED:
Part-Time

P/f Doggy D ~ assoda1e
posis1ions avail. MU51 l..ove Dogs.
\A:!t,Ka-nef Exp. a plus!
Locations i101a'1Cb ard &nfcrd
-V.WW.clogdayaftemoon.net***
email resume 1o
ilb@clogdayaftemoon.net

MUSTSEE!!!
2txiQ.5baUy rerovaled
10'M"'h:lme il Garro:tge Orde
itaiaJ1 tile 1ho.gn.rt all
incl. $500 deposit

waices
$800hoo 4CJ7-416-8369

Cute 1/1 NearSoDo,
DcMlnlown Ol1ando.
01anrirYJ 1952 one-becioom

bl..o;:Jalov,i. Wf:lt{ 10 Pl.i:llix, &per

Need rousi,g?? Free asssa re
bcatirg COl1(X) & house rentals &
sales off caTpJS,oownbMl,etc.
srosen@onywayreaty.COITI
407-952-0600.
3,2 serri-funished luxuy ~ at

1he a-est at Waterforcl Lakes.
Non-sm:>kas, neat, respa lSije,
no pets. 1 yea-lease. Avai ear1y
Al.g. $1500trio. MustappyCl'Ml
bectoom flrlis'Tgs. .

-garage avaialjeCal 201-446-1437

askforlsaldl. Available Now.

Awi:xl Lakes 3'2.51rMrrane has
(2) rooms b' rent 811,09. Gated
CXllTYTUity~rti & W/u.
$550 rm. n::. Prefer non-smkirg
UCF stu:lerds. Cal (561 )?!n-7231.

UCF!NE ORLANDO
Colonal Pointe L.uxuy Aps

&ly PofK:le fnlx:,lrds!! 99 Herda
Aax:lld $500! 99 Herda Q.;c
$8001 b' isli1gs cal (80'.>)3669813 ext 9271

1 & 2 Bectoorns Free W/D, pool,
fitness oen1Er, patios.
2300 Eron Ci: 4CJ7~1

1138 ::qi!, dose 1o UCF,
2brt!la!h, gym, pool, 2 WI oosets,
wa-.her,tlye; garbage pick~•
aam, am wa1er an irdu:led.
$1,200 rm. Cal: 4CJ7-694-0651

TcSget, Shop, & resla.rants.
1.5 mies 10 408; 20 ninlJes 1o
UCF. Pet abNed.
$595 per mon1h, $625 deposit
. Cal Jim 321-228-4599

Earn $2,500.00 WEEKLY
processi g au-flyers, brodues.

Great CJA)Cll'b.rily ! Postage,
s.w"ies furlshed. Prooessors
needed r«:J./1/. fib travel. For .
FREE informatia1 call Speecine
Pt..t«:alions t-OW. (80'.>)957-5054

3.2.5 Towrrouse & 3/2/21-tJuse
1 mie from UCF. l.,pgooed
~ - ComTuity pool. 1 cagarage. Avalabie statirg Jt.ne.
Cal: 954-663-6298
.

2 rooms av.ii. i1 a 3,2 house
rooms not furished. 8egirilg
August l..ocaled il River Park on
Dean blw. 50\..nvelsity. ~
rd. ui. call 561-354-8388.

1-bne. "Medcal, ~ .
*Paalega, "Corrputers, *CriTiinal
Justice. Job pla:etnent

F Roorrmale needed t::, fil room in
a2J-ouse in Regercy Pak, $420
a mon1h i::a,is utiites. M:,st be
deEl1, no pets. Please call 4CJ79280012 nnteresled, ask b'
Janie.

www.CentuaOrine.oom.

Rd,Wal< 1D Waterford, 4 mies
from UCF, lawn Gae ild, W/D,
pets ok 4CJ7-758-6918

UCF Area, 42~ 2300 SF LA
san patio, tile fl, w/cvnerities, hiefl. AC, Uiv. Bv & &.lllree Bv(10628 st.n ~ Bv, orf) $1595

415.00each
dose 1o sch:lol

(407)697--9376

Fl'St Month Free!
Availa::AeAl.gJst. Dt..pex in Stl€f'MJCld
Forest 3'2$'950hro. Cbse1D UCF.
L.a-M1 cae, W/u, cishwa<:;t,er incl.
Cal 407--937-2900 or 402-~7577

Towrrouse For Rert 2 Bdf2.5 Ba bdh
rnastelS, all awiances inclu::led. 1,2
ni. from UCF, W/D. Avai Ncm.
$850,tro. Cal 4Q7"'3106583

2 bec:V2 bath ~ x . Cbse 1D
l£F. W/D ilcl. $750hno. Cal

•

4CJ7-595-6062 o r 4 C J 7 ~

Female ROOMATE NEEDED.
1-tJuse near UCF perfed:b' 3-4
yOlTg w:men. $525 i1c:u:les al
uti1ies exrept ca:ile. 52 ft lap
pool. Grl area Need one 1o I\\U
more roorrmates for Aug.1st 1st
Mustbe reoclyt::> sigl a 6 mon1h
lease, with one A? mon1h deposit
Cont:d Erriy at 4CJ7-760-6355 b'

bath il a 2'2.51cM'm:lUSe behind
Waterford TCM'll Center. $595 w/
al utirties. 4 C J 7 ~

•

1!.2RENT 151fv'O,

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700 - ~

1----

www.workforstudents.com

$750Dep,$925Mo,4CJ7-493-Z723
UCF Gra:I Go Kniglts!

The a-est at Waterford Lakes
L.uxuy
2brf.1ba, w..t:I, gym,
pool. Walerild., $47&toom11ate
Cal (407) 247-6423
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Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
. 1 English majors'
degs.
4 Not for most
teens
1O Gambling game
14 Downed
15 "Same here"
16 "The X·Files"

as s·s1.a1 re. ConµJter avalctlle.
Rna-'rial Aid nqualifiecl.

l([ll!J MISCELLANEOUS

17 Realtor's "lavish
landscaping"?
Frankly, there
are _
20 HI-tech eye
surgery
21 Sound at a spa
22German
pronoun
23 Actor Morales
24 Realtor's
"channing"?
Actually, it's _
28 Opposite of FF
29 Student's buy
30Stood
31 Toaster treat
34 Blown away
35 Realtor's
"expansive
backyard"?
Honestly,
there's _
37Eisner's

successor at
Disney
39 Ad staples
40 Speaker before
Dennis
41 Ar'fr10 _ :
Southern
California
watershed
42 Mass vestment
45 Realtor's "needs
TLC"? Candidly,
49 Diction problem
50Homer

HJge Ym:l Sale b'
Crohl's & Coitis.
1734 Riwrecge Rd. CNiecb
Saluday .,Uy 11 &m - 2pTI. All
proreeds g:> 1D d1arity. .

SECRET PARTIES

Lingerie, Lollons, Novelties
"FOR LADES ONLY''
Delivery Nght of Party
.
Host a Party or Become a Rep
Lisa 407-461-2602

consequence
51 Anecdotal
collection
52 Deadly snake
53 Realtor's "quiet
setting"?
Truthfully, it's _
58 Tiny time pd.
59 Barrel cleaner
60 Robertson of
CNN
61 Northeast
clothing chain
62 Recorded

By Dan Naddor
63 "Starpeace"
album maker1
1985

DOWN
1 Loud crier
2 Relaxed
3 Go up and down
4 Reward seeker's

concern
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5 Gator chaser?
6 Good, in Hebrew
7 Hot time in Paris
8 Florida's "Blue
Monster"golf
:1,1dNO
:>:ISO:>-••
course
.LI :>dOI:> I J.01 lfJ.Yd
9 King or queen
V 11 0 Y ,
3 ft O H , Y 3 J. S
1 Cl E followers
J. Y .L If O ,I J. I J.
11 City north of Des 9 Y , - Moines
Last
issue
solved
12 Perform a
shampooing step · 33 Frequent leading 46 Put down in
13 Like two jacks
man for Hepburn
writi ?
18 CCLI doubted
35 The "lhls" in "This 47 Ope~ng words"
19 Kid's _query
just in"
48 Cartoonist
2 4 Deadbeats'
' 36 -Cat
Wilson
autos, eventually 37 Shackled
49Boy
25 Praise
38 Order to a slacker 52UPCpart
26 Baf!led
42 White rat, e.g .
54 Suffix with
27 Corners
43 Entice
robot
29 Preeminent
44 FBI undercover
55 911 respondent
31 Potty opening?
agent Donnie,
56Support
32 Man of many
tltfe subject of a
provider
57 Alley _
words
1997 film

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

1i.J1her i1formatoo.
L.ookrg b' either Mor F rooma1e
1D sha"e pivale room wi1h its CM'll

CAMBRIOOE CIRCLE
Bj(e1o UCF280 21/2BA,W/D,DW,MW,Fncd-Patio,2Pkg Spoo;is,-

ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from

Call (866)858-2121

Fwa11ed. 2 rooms avaial:ie ha
beautiU 3,2 house i1 Waterford
Lakes. MU51 be deEl1, non9l1Clker ard no pets.
. Jcr'1et 305-2l6-3831

1

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

extras

cam

L.uxuy
at1he a-est
Waterford Lakes, geat bca1ion 1D
. many suesrest. 2m floor uit,

call.Adm, 954-817-9600

6

1

16 4

IC Puzzles by Pappocom

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

2 male roommates wanted

RV delivery ctivers needed.
Deliver RVs, boa1:sand1ru:ksb'
PAY! Defiver1D all 48 states ard
CN. For delais bg on t::> www.RVdeiWl"yjobs.oom

••
•

Thl0li Apls (UCF), (1/1 In a
2,2). Rentis $560tn1h. Room
Is huge and the place Is very
cleEn Call 407-962«l60 and

Nice 3 bec:V2 bath h'.lrne for rent
Just 5 l'TTiltes from UCF. Al
~ i1du:led. $1150tno.
call 4CJ7-595-6061 or 407-595-6062

150

•

OOITTI'Uily, EMJi:I trmoc:. Higlspee::I mnet, wreless, Md
i;rerriunca:ile. $495tno util
rd. Gal4CJ7~

I

31212. & 413.2 Horres,off Wocd:uy

•

I
Room b' rent il 3,2 tune i1
Ashi-gl:ln Pak New ard dea,_
5 rms from UCF. Q.iet

suldolku

4

Need 2 roorrma1eS b' 3bd axil
house 5mls 1D UCF. Poc-e is
flexije_ I ca, ernal U delais
with pies. Cont:d
Daie1V82@rdmai.com a 4074006206

Rooms b' rert i1212, 3.2 & 414
bectoom homes. $475 & t.p. Ym:l
ard Liii. lrd. 2niles1o l£F.
h:dvid.Jal leases. Mon1h 1o mon1h
avai. www.ForRentNeanJCF.oom

Dt·GGIE

COUPY?

A12

July 9, 2009 • Wl1nI '1nriba :Junm

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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SEPTEMBER RENT FREE + ZERO MOVE-IN FEES
Take a tour and sign a lease within 48hrs and get September rent fre~,
sign a lease during orientation and pay ZERO MOVE-IN FEES.
See office for details I supplies are limited I limited time offer

( )

FLORIDA PREPAID Rf.:NT
AND FINANCIAL Alp
AVAILABJ.E

2 FITNESS CENTERS
3 RESORr~stYl,E
SWIMMING POOLS
3 BASKETBALL COURTS. i
5 TENNIS COURl$

3 .S AND VOLLEYBALL COURTS

UCF POUCE PATROLLED
ON-$1TE ACADEMIC
ADVISOR
24-HR.COURTESY
OFFICERS
24•HR RESIDENCE

LIFE STAFF
~4-HR CONTROl,LED
ACCESS GATING

Ct)

t:,)

R~NT IQ()¥/.
STARTING@ ·
,r;)

~l

SEIWEMBERlRENT
~ )

•
!II

•
•

~AMPUS,
_ROSSINGS_
· a campus Joe rtment~) community
.,

F

T

·www.CA.MPUSAPTS.COM/COLLEGESTATION

~---------·

I (888) 71 -9412

0.
~=-- . :

4 BED 4 .BATH U ITS - WALK. IN CLOSETS - TANNING BED - BIWARD ROOM - CYBER CAFE
XBOX AND Wii GAMEROOM - FREE DVD RENTALS - PRIVATE BATHRQOMS
STATE OF THE ART FITNESS CENTER - RESORT STYLE POOL
1 21 00 RENAISSANCE CT, ORLANDO, FL 32826
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